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Abstract--- The main objective of this paper is to avoid 

wrong person getting accessed to the account of the other 

person and also to help the people who forget their PIN 

often. An real time embedded based finger vein recognition 

system is implemented MATLAB using. The finger vein 

based authentication is done before the subject enters the 

ATM room, to avoid wrong person being entered into ATM 

room. After entering into ATM room, subject need to enter 

the mobile number using keypad, an OTP is generated and 

send as a message to the mobile through GSM technology. 

The received OTP is typed and if it is valid then the subject 

is allowed for further access. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 There is a need for highly secured and reliable money 
transaction. At present, personal identification number 
is used to access the bank account and the user needs to 
remember the PIN each and every time whenever he 
wants to access his account. There are two disadvantage 
of this method, 1.  Anyone can withdraw the money from 
others account without the knowledge of the owner of 
the card if the PIN is known. 2. Sometime, multi card 
holder and aged person forget the PIN. Biometrics, which 
uses human behavioral or physiological features for 
personal identification, is an emerging techniques that 
has being implemented in banking sector for secured 
money transaction. There is a long list of biometric 
pattern that has been used for authentication which 
includes fingerprint, hand shape, voice, signature, face 
and iris. But these biometric patterns are not perfectly 
reliable and secure. 

II. PROBLEMS IN EXISTING BIOMETRIC PATTERNS 

The following are some of the existing biometric patterns 

that are usually followed 

Biometric 

pattern 

Disadvantage 

Finger print Fake finger print is made by using gelatin 

mold placed over the real finger.  

Hand shape From a hundred randomly chosen person 

, at least two will have similar hand 

geometry  

Voice Human voice changes over time 

Signature Signature can be copied easily 

Face Facial features changes in ages, scars , 

glasses , hairstyle and lighting. 

Iris Iris scanner could be fooled by using high 

resolution photo of iris. 

 Alternative for present alternatives. A.

To overcome the above mentioned disadvantages, finger 
vein recognition is used for authentication in banking 
sector .The advantage of finger vein recognition are 1. 

Finger vein patterns are unique to each individual 2.It is 
impossible to counterfeit because they are located 
beneath the skin’s surface 3. It is very difficult to fool the 
finger vein ID system because it can only authenticate 
the finger of living person.  

III. FINGER VEIN RECOGNITION 

 Algorithm: A.

The finger vein recognition algorithm involves 2 stages 

namely enrollment and verification. In the enrollment stage, 

the image captured by CCD camera is processed using 

MATLAB to extract the feature using PCA. Principal 

component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that 

uses orthogonal transformation to convert a set of 

observation of possibly correlated variables into a set of 

values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal 

component. In the verification stage, finger vein of the 

current user is compared with featured template. The door of 

the ATM door close or open based on the result of this 

stage. 

 Enrollment stage: B.

In the enrollment stage, the finger is illuminated by near 

infra-red LED light. The hemoglobin in the blood absorbs 

near infra-red LED light, which makes the vein system 

appear as a dark pattern of lines. A monochrome CCD 

(charge – coupled device) camera records the image 

The finger vein image captured by CCD camera (fig 1)   

Undergo preprocessing and feature extraction. In the pre-

processing, the input image is converted into gray scale 

image, cropped; resized and median filter is applied .The 

image after preprocessing is as shown in fig 2.  The feature 

is extracted using principal component analysis (PCA) to 

obtain the eigenvector. 

 
Fig. 1: Finger vein pattern captured by camera 
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Fig. 2: Image after pre processing 

IV. STEPS INVOLVED IN PCA 

 STEP 1: Each sample image is converted into a row 

vector. A row vector can be constructed by 

concatenating each row with first row in sequence. 

 STEP 2: The row vector matrix is constructed by 

combining together the row vectors of n images. Xi is a 

row vector of a sample image i,    where i = 1..n. 

 STEPS 3: A mean vector M of n row vectors is 

calculated to extract required principal features. 

o M= (1/n) ∑ Xi     where I = 1 ….. N 

 STEP 4: A new matrix G is constructed by 

subtracting mean vector Ψ   from each image X of the 

training set.  

o G = Xi – M 

 STEP 5  

 A data covariance matrix C is calculated by 

multiplying matrix G with its transpose matrix Gi. 

o C=Gi . G . 

 STEP 6:  

o Eigen value and eigenvector of the covariance 

matrix C is calculated.   

 verification stage: A.

In the verification stage, the current user’s finger vein image 

is obtained and feature is extracted and compared with 

featured template. If it matches, then the door of the ATM 

door open and he can access his account. If it doesn’t 

matches, the door of the ATM room remains closed and he 

will not be permitted to enter the room. 

V. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 
Fig. 3: 

The embedded system consists of the following hardware 

component as mentioned below 

1. Microcontroller: PIC16F877A is used which have 8192 

bytes of flash program memory, 256 bytes of EEPROM data 

memory, 368 bytes of SRAM data memory, timer, A/D 

converter and USART . It is used to control the entire 

module. 

2. LCD module: 16 x 4 alphanumeric display is used. It 

works on 5v and has green backlight which can be switched 

on and off as desired. The contrast of the screen can be 

controlled by varying the voltage at the contrast control pin 

(pin 3).  It is serving as human – machine interface. 

 

3. Relay: Single pole – double throw relay is used for 

switching the motor. Current flowing through the coil of the 

relay (fig 6) creates a magnetic field which attracts a lever 

and changes the switch contacts. The coil current can be on 

or off so relays have two switch positions. 

 
Fig. 4: current flow in relay 

4. Keypad: 4X 4 matrix keypad is used to type mobile 

number, OTP and amount and serves as human – machine 

interface. It consists of 16 switches arranged in 4 rows and 4 

columns. 

5. DC motor: Here 100 RPM geared motor is used to open 

and close the door and makes money to comes out of slot. 

6. GSM   modem: A GSM modem is a wireless modem 

which behaves like a dial – up modem. Here standard AT 

commands are been used. GSM modems support these 

extended set of AT commands. With the extended AT 

commands, you can do following operations: 

1. Read, write and delete SMS messages . 

2. Sending SMS messages 

3. Monitoring the signal strength. 

4. Reading, writing and searching phone book entries. 

These entire modules require power supply to 

perform its operation. The circuit diagram of power supply 

is as shown in fig 7. A 230v, 50Hz Single phase AC power 

supply is given to a step down transformer to get 12v 

supply. This voltage is converted to DC voltage using a 

Bridge Rectifier. The converted pulsating DC voltage is 

filtered by a 2200uf capacitor and then given to 7805 

voltage regulator to obtain constant 5v supply. This 5v 

supply is given to all the components in the circuit. 
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VI. METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Fig. 5: 

VII. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 6: Circuit diagram 

VIII. CONCLUSION   

In this paper, we proposed a secure ATM using finger vein 

recognition in the embedded based platform. The main 

advantage is that authentication process takes less than two 

second and very secured when compared to other biometric 

patterns .In Addition, OTP is generated each time when the 

owner wants to access his account and it will be send a 

message to the owner mobile using GSM technology. The 

whole system is more safe, reliable and easy to use.  
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